
Sayyid Ammar al-Hakim to the tribal sheikhs of Anbar .. The Al-Hikma National
Movement is open to all honest and efficient figures regardless of their

national and sectarian affiliation

Head of the National Iraqi Alliance, Sayyid Ammar al-Hakim, received tribal sheikhs of Anbar

province tribes in his Baghdad office, Monday 28/8/2017 and indicated that the National Wisdom

Movement is open to all honest and efficient figures regardless of their sectarian, national

and regional titles, and that patriotism is the comprehensive framework of all those under the

National Wisdom Movement. His eminence indicated that building an entity that is unbiased in

terms of components and titles is still difficult and expectations to sought positive results

are low at the moment, but all the reform projects start strange, opposed and prone to be

failed, but soon prove its effectiveness and then espoused by the very sides objecting on these

projects at the beginning of the matter. His eminence explained that Al- Hikma National

Movement was established based on reading of current necessities without showing approaches of

the previous stage as faulty because they were consistent with the circumstances of its time.

\r\n

His eminence stressed that the Iraqi society provides dozens of evidence of its cohesion and

patriotism, citing the number of marriages that occur between different components at the time

of the ordeal, called on the politicians to read these figures, and pointed out that some

people have a certain position towards the national discourse, because they live on extremist

sectarian discourse based on spreading intimidation among people, his eminence urged Anbar

province politicians to unite and end the conflicts which are mainly negatively effecting

services and humanitarian matters in the province when Anbar province recive receive the

constitutional budget provided by the federal government to Anbar and other provinces.

\r\n

Sayyid Ammar al-Hakim pointed out to follow up situations of Anbar with officials, the National

Iraqi Alliance adopted issues of provinces that were previously visited by the National Iraqi

Alliance, called for prioritising identifyed needs, putting displaced families and

infrastructure on top of priorities.


